James Yarosh
James is a Painter, Art Dealer, Interior Designer for Art Collectors, and Owner of James
Yarosh Associates Fine Art Gallery.
Artist and art gallery owner James Yarosh has carved out a unique name for himself as an
interior designer for art collectors, sharing his enthusiasm as he educates clients on how to
love and live with fine art.
James established the James Yarosh Associates Fine Art Gallery in Holmdel in 1996 with a
vision to represent fine art for art’s sake and to curate gallery collections and thoughtfully
present art with an artist’s eye and understanding. James, who complemented his academic
studies by traveling to study art in the world’s greatest museums, created his gallery to be
a destination where clients can associate with other like-minded individuals to celebrate art
and the talents that create it. His artist's eye have allowed James to spot trends. He has
received national critical acclaim for recognizing significant art movements in their early
stages, most notably his representation of Russian fine art.
James trains his eye for well-appointed design by studying how renowned museums display
their art and through a career visiting artists’ homes to see how they live with their art. Due
to this unique approach to design, James has been a featured designer in the “Mansion in
May” show home creating the space, "An Art Collector's Sanctuary" at the Blairsden estate
in 2014, and his work has been published in regional and national magazines.
Locally, James co-curated “Sheba Sharrow: Balancing Act” here at Monmouth University
that opened the Fall 2017 SEASON in the DiMattio Gallery — a show that he says allowed
him a unique opportunity to collaborate with a team that looked at art from all
perspectives. Internationally, James was recently featured on WSImag.com highlighting
his trademark ability of integrating art and design resulting in a visual excitement while
allowing both disciplines to still stand on their own merits.
The James Yarosh Associates Fine Art Gallery represents a variety of artistic voices of our
times by showcasing the works of both new and established, museum-recognized, artists of
merit in a space designed to replicate the intimacy of an artist's home.
http://www.jamesyarosh.com

